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Internal Barrier Height Lowering Due to Grain Boundary
Charge Repopulation in Polycrystalline Silicon

Mariko Takayanagi Takagi*, Masao Iwase and Akira Toriumi

ULSI Research Center ' TOSHIBA Corporation
I, Komukai Toshiba-cho, Saiwai-ku, Kawasaki 2I0, Japan

Non-ohmic and time-dependent conductance behaviors have been studied in
moderately doped polycrystal I ine si I icon. We found that it is difficult to
be explained by the c0nventional m0del which does not include the change of
Fermi level in grain boundary, and that these phenomena are closely related
to each other. To explain the experimental results, r,lre pr0p0se a nerlll model
which takes into account the internal barrier height lowering due to charge
detrapping in grain boundaries.

I. INTRODUCTION

Polycrystalline silicon (poly-Si) is a

material of great interest for thin-f ilm tran-
si stors as wel I as passive resistors. However,
these device-performances depend not only 0n

the device structures, but also strongly 0n

the electrrcal properties of poly-Si itself.
Electrical properties of poly-Si have been

usually explained by charge trapping and
thermionic emission model. The current is
limited by grain boundary potential barrier
formed by the carriers trapped at the grain
boundary interface states. Although this model
is quite successful to describe smal l-signal
theory, it does not explain n0n-0hmic behavior
usually observed in lishtly and moderately
doped po llr-S i.

I n the present work, w0 have focused 0n

the n0n-ohmic behavior and the transient
resp0nse of the conductance in moderately
doped samples to investigate the characteris-
tics inherent in the poly-Si.

2. SAI.{PLE PREPARATION AND MEASUREMENTS

PC6-5

the contact resistance was negligibly small
compared with poly-Si resistance.

3.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3-1 Non-ohmic behavior
Figure 1 shows the l-V characteri.sJics pJ

the moderately doped samples (4x10tz cm-/)
with W=109m. Signif icant n0n-0hmic behavior
is observed above 6 V.
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Poly-Si resistor bars with the width

0f,1.5, 5, 10 trm and the length of 4009m
vvere f abricated 0n 0.4 gm-thick LPCVD !,Qlv-
Si. B[osphogous doses ranging from 4xl0Il to
4xi0I3 cm-Z were implanted, and annealed at
900C for 30 min in N? ambient to remove the
implantation damages anO to ensure the uniform
distribution.

The current-vol tage (l-V) character i st i cs
and the transient response of the conductance
vvere measured us i ng two-probe method, s i nce
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Fig.1 log I vs. log
dose, W/l--10/400 ll m

ture.

V plot for 4x1012cm-2 P

sample at room tempera-



ln Figure 2, applied voltage dependence of
relative conductance, o/o Q , is shown
together with the calculated curve based on
Lu's model[1]. lt clearly shows that the
strong n0n-linearity cannot be reproduced by
Lu's model which is based upon the simple
thermionic emission assuming that the voltage
acr0ss the barrier is equally divided 0n each
side of the junction and that the barrier
height measured f rom Fermi level in the bound-
ary is unchanged.

More0ver, it has been found that non-
linearity becomes stronger f or narrower
samples. Since the ratio of surface area to
volume is larger for narrower samples, the
Jou I e-i nduced heat i ng shou I d be sma | | er for
narrower samples. Therefore, thi s experimental
result cannot be explained by simple Joule-
induced heating which has been attributed to a

cause of n0n-linear conductance in undoped
poly-Si[2].
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Fig.3 Transient current observed for var i ous
vo I tages for W/L=10/400 lr m at r00m tempera-
ture.
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Fie.2 Measured (I)and calculated (C,V,A)
o/on - V characteristics. Calculation is
based-on Lu's model with grain size 500A(C
),5000A(V) and 5 g t(A). He r.e, o 0 denotes
the conductivity in ohmic region.

3-2 Transient response
Figure 3 shows the time resp0nse of the

transient current at 300K as a 0arameter of
the app I i ed vo I tage. These b i as-dependent
transient responses cannot be explained by a

RC delay in the grain boundary network in the
samp I e. Wi th i nc reas i ng tempe ratu re, the r i se
time was sharply shortened.

In addition, wg noticed that the non-ohmic
behavior was c0rrelated very wel I with the
trans i ent resp0nse, as shown i n F i gure 4. Th i s
suggests that non-ohmic behavior and transient
response have a same origin inherent in poly-
si.

Fi g. 4 Correlation between vol tage dependences
of rise time (O) and of relative
conductivitv(I). Rise time is def ined as the
time when the current reaches 90% of the sta-
tronary current.

3-3 Internal barrier heieht modulation model
To i nterpret the exper imenta I resu I ts, wepresent a new model in which both results can

o, r9r I 1020

be reasonably explained. The basic ideathat total charges trapped at the gra
boundaries vary with the applied bias.
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t
means that the local barrier heieht at the
gra i n bounda ry, qVB, depends 0n the app I i ed
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b i as, because the charge red i str i but i on shou I d

be brought about bv the local f ield. lt is
practically impossible to determine the modu-
lated barrier heisht self-consistently, s0 vle

have newly inc0rporated the bias-dependent
barrier height component, qAVB, Et the grain
boundary rnto the thermionic emission model.

| (V)=AxT2 exp[-(qVgx* <)/kI] si nh(qu/LkT)

4. CONCLUSION

The n0n-0hmic and transient behavior of
the conductance observed in moderately doped
poly-Si was experimentally investigated and it
was found that they are closely related each
other. Based upon the results, a new model
with internal barrier heieht lowering due to
charge detrapping at the grain boundary inter-
face states have been pr0posed. This con-
sideration is required to describe l-V charac-
teristics precisely. And, the transient
measurement can be a useful method to evaluate
the grain boundary electrical properties.
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Fie.5 Voltage dependence of calculated barrier
heieht modul ation qAVB at r00m temperature.
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Here, A* denote the Richardson c0nstant,
VB*=VBo+AVB and ( is the-energv difference
bdtwedn cond-uction band and Fermi level inside
the grain. As shown in Figure 5, the applied
b ias dependence of AVg was determined to f it
the results in Figule 2. In the present
sample, the internal barrier height lower!ng
at a grain boundary is about 40 meV when 10 V

was applied to the sample.
The fact that the activation energy of

the stationary current is lowered by i ncreas-
ing applied bias, 0S shown in Figure 6, is
another experimental evidence that the inter-
nal barrier height is lowered at the grain
bounda ry.
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Fig.6 Temperature
current for various

dependence of stationarY
app ly ing vo ltages.


